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[A descriptive abstractl

[A proposal abstract]

,i seg ffi for help analyzing your writing context. See ffi for
guidelines on drafting, revising, editing, and proofreading your

abstract.

Reading Strategies

We read newspapers and websites to leam about the errents of the day.

\Me read cookbooks to find out how to make brounries and textbooks to
leam about history biolory, and other academic topics. We read short
stories for pleasure-and, in literature classes, to anallze plot, theme,
and the like. And as writers, we read our own drafts to make sure they
say what we mean. In other words, we read for many different purposes.

This chapter offers stategies for reading texts-and the arguments they
make-with a critical eye.

W-12a Reading with a Critical Eye

Different texts require different stategies. Some can be read quickly, if
you're reading to get a general overview. But most of the time you'll need
to read carefully, skimming to get the basic ideas, then reading again to
pay close attention to the details. Following are some sbategies for read-

ing with a critical eye.

Preview the text. Start by skimming to get the basic ideas; read the
title and subtitle, any headings, the first and last paragraphs, the first
sentences of aII the other paragraphs. Study any visuals.

Consider the writing context. What is the puRposr of the text-to
inform? persuade? entertain? Who is the intended auutrNcE? If
you're not a member of that Broup, are there terms or concepts you'll
need to look up? What is the cENRE -a report? an analysis? some-
thing else? What do you know about the writer, and what is his or
her stercr -Critical? Objective? Something else? Is the text print or
electronic-and how does the MEDIUM affect what it says?

Think about your initial response. Read the text to get a sense

of it; then jot down brief notes about your initial reaction and think
about why you reacted as you did. What about the text accounts for
this reaction?



Annctata. Highlight key words and phrases, connect ideas with
lines or symbols, and write comments or questions in the margins.
What you annotate depends on your purpose. If you're analyzing an
argument, you might underline any thesis statement and the rea-
sons and evidence that support it. If you are looking for patterns, try
highlighting each one in a different color.

llnalyze houu the text works. Outline the text paragraph by
paragraph. If you're interested in analyzing its ideas, identify what
each paragraph says. Are there any patterns in the topics the writer
addresses? How has the writer arranged ideas, and how does that
arrangement develop the topic? If, on the other hand, you're con-
cerned with how the ideas are presented, pay attention to what
each paragraph does: Does it introduce a topic? Provide background?
Describe something? Entice you to read further?

Summarize. Restate a text's main ideas in your own words,leaving
out most examples and other details. This approach can help you
both to see the relationships among the text's ideas and to under-
stand what it's saying.

Identify patterns. Look for notable patterns in the text: recurring
words and their synonyms, repeated phrases and metaphors, and
types of sentences. Does the author rely on any particular writing
strategies? Is the evidence.offered more opinion than fact? Nothing
but statistics? Is there a predominant pattern to how sources are pre-
sented? As quotations? Paraphrases? Summaries? In visual texts, are
there any patterns of color, shape, and line? What isn't there that you
would expect to find? Is there anything that doesn't really fit in?

Consider the larger context. All texts are part of an ongoing con-
versation with other texts, and that larger context can help you better
understand what you're reading. What's motivating the text? What
other arguments is the writer responding to? Whom does the writer
cite? Do those cited have a particular academic specialty, or share
similar beliefs? Why does the topic matter?
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W-12b Analyzing an Argument
All texts make some kind of argument, claiming something and then
offering reasons and evidence as support for the claim. As a critical
reader, you need to look closely at the argument a text makes.

. What is the claim? What is the main point the writer is trying to
make? Is there a clearly stated tnnsi$:, or is it merely implied?

. V,lhat support does the writer offer for the claim?What REAsoNs, are
given to support the claim, and what Ev1DENCE backs up those
reasons? Are the reasons plausible and sufficient?

o How evenhandedly does the writer present the issues? Are the argu-
ments appropriately qualified? Is there any mention of coUNmB-
ARGUMBNTs -and if so, how does the writer deal with them?

. 'll/hat authorities or other sources of information are citedT How
credible and current are they?

. Hour does the writer address you as the reader? Does the writer
assume that you know something about what's being discussed?
Does his or her language include you, or not? (Hint: if you see

the word u;e, do you feel included?)

Be sure to check for raLleclEs, arguments that rely on faulty reason-
ing. Such arguments can seem plausible, and they can be persuasive

-so be sure to check the legitimary of such reasoning when you
run across it.


